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Moon festival celebrates togetherness

Classic costs
SJSU an
estimated
$500,000
Interim President Don Kassing
expected larger crowd atfootball game
sls, .. !he fall
"
Ine.111 the
’
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I
I
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Although the university lost an
kas11114 aid he " A candidate
estimated $500,000 in the Read -2 but he
Lead Classic, Interim President Don in the search tiir the
wiiiild help with the search.
Kassing said it Was worth the risk.
Ever since Kassing hat added the
Issues regarding the cost of the
event were brought up by statewide role of president to his duties, he
has
still served as vice president for
Sen. Route’s Sabalius at San lose State
and 1111.111.e
Iniversitv’s
SenAte oust it
At the ,etiate meeting, he anheld 011 SIO1ldAV.
"We felt we needed to bring that nounced that lie had Asked Rose Lee,
game inn, the university," Kassing ass"ciAte vice president of administrasaid. it Was WV call We telt that tIVC sVsteins Alld f111.111:e, Ti) serve As
we had siimething special there with interim n vii e president of tjti.iui, e.
-She’s an exceptional manager,"
the historical black college and their
"Ilet integrity. is bone
Kassing
marching band, the connection to .
deep."
itt
literacy And the concept
’Read
.As tor last week’s A....idetim
to -Lead.’ "
regriux Week. Annette Nellen, senate
"AVe gambled on it," Kassing said.
hair, said she was satisfied with the
Kas.ing said he is not sure why the
did nor have AS large of. 3 turnout wal the event occurred.
Thr wirkshops and discussions
.- last vear’s game against 1;rainbling
wen- All very inforniative," Seller
state.
"My gliesses wo111.1 revolve .it uind said i it the event. "%Yell be involved
tthe fact that) Morgan State shoeNrit In helping shape the second annual
have the +Mlle 11.111IC re:ognition as AcAdenlic Introits. Week next fall."
Nellen iirged the senate to put
Gratlibling. I think the publicity that
am ideas they had for the future
the athlens program got started in it
event.
the spring all the way up through ..
"A strong
of integrity at
probably didn’t help it."
-Morgan State’s Calif inita Alumni This ...1171pIls will increase the value and
a
San
of
use
State degree.’
Ille.111111K
I’
base isn’t really AS big as ( ;rambling’s."
kassing said, adding that this is what Nellen said.
Also during the unerring, the senate
caused the low turnout.
Kassing said he thought that 5151’ passed a Sense .4 the Senate resolution,
suppiirts the A.S campus -wide
which
had the "right ingredients" to drawing
a large CeoWd, referring ti i uniterous voter registration ktrite
The resiilimi.11 etIC.1311rAgelt all
Timor, of the event, A rally held bu
ta.ulty rnen.1,Cts It, pt inilite civic
:Associated Students and Bill Cosliu.
rtlgagernelIt .111n11.111%. including a nonvisit to the University.
"I took a chance." Kassing said "I partisan Voter rel4istration handout.
AS President Ka, hel ;reathouse
don’t feel that’s an athletic department
.ithi "u S. I )11-Ct filr ot Legislative
that’s an adnimistrative risk."
risk
Kassing .ud he’d .onsider risking Attain. 51 ike Nguyen presented the
fACIIIty
$500,000 ot the universim’s moues resi thin, n, %silk
again to do another type ot event In Melia/et, raking ii’, tot 10 niinutes of
assist
Ti’
class
tune
students
in tilling
the name, but doesn’t know yet bu
sure. Ile said it depended on what Mit voter regIstniti,,n t Ards.
Jesignated faculty member Of
school the tinivetsitt would play.
-NI% feeling is that it we repeated tuderit nom the .1.is would drop
reu.istt.itiotl tfirMS
it, we would want to lisik at schools the , ompleted
1 t I eiled envelope,
. with .1 lot stronger alumni base and oft n. the
(;reeti.iiise
sod
A
s
would then mail
more name recognition," Kassing said
During the meeting, Kassing also The torins to S.1.1.011ellto l’s the 4,10.
.011101111Ced that the Califignia State
page n
trustees Want ti Start .1
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Chinese, Vietnamese, Koreans honor moon
By Sara Spivey
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Old het pet Jade Rabbit
le moon tonight, .i.cord-

in, lent :t.,.!,!nd
is thr 4.11itit,r Moon Festival. the
\ ! \ .101011 Festival and the
I
Al
all 11.11110 for the
th.ii t
’Li, in the fifteenth day ot
the eighth lunar it Tith. who Ii tills ’ii .1 thfierefit
daV cmiii Year
"’lie lunar ca.ellt..1f
1 his
h a...111t 101less t.AVt
I
than the siilar seat." ...mi(:hos Jochirm chair aUd
pi, if essor iir the him imam, departnient.
-Next year the festival will be about 12 days
Vietilan..
Kitten. I I

This Veal* the hat vest initon, said to be the
in if the t ear, tall, in Sept. 28.
largest
"The 15th day id every lunar month is the full
moon," Jochim said.
"%Ye have the 11111,1Iti that the harvest moon is
larget this time if Vear; but it just looks bigger."
In Vietnam the testival is called ’’Ter Tning
Thu." iti China it is "Zliongiiiii Jie" and in Korea
the testiual is called "Chu sok."
"’Ili, !noon smilitthZeS figininess," Juichini
said. "Roundness can mean two things -- family
getting together in pertection and fullness."

/le said it is A party tot tamily. and part of the
testival is Ti enios the t110011 at night.
"It’s romantic and is Also A party for lovers,Jii. him said.
Part of the romance conies from the legend i it
Chem!. Er, Jade Rabbit and Hon Vi.
"A long time ago there were ten suns in the
ski and it was too hot, so an archer, Hou Yi,
shot nine suns and left only one in the sky."
sant Kevin Tiii-Shuan I.u, president of San
Jose State I Iniversity’s Chinese Mandarin Bible
Fell. iwship.
"The lie’ plc loved him So much that lie
became an emperor and lived in A palace," lai
said.
He said Hint Yi became arrogant and mean
As he got older.
Ile desired tit be immortal, and ordered his
.41kt-is to make him an inunortal elixir. I.
said.
The officers made it, but Him Yi’s wite
l’heng Er stole And drank the elixir to save the
people from an eternity. if his unpleasant nile.
Lii said.
The Emperor Was very angry, and Cheng Er
had to fly to the moon to escape him, bringing
with her iinli Ile companion her pet, Jade
Rabbit.
lai said According to the legend, the

SJSU alumna testifies,
drunk driver sentenced
By Ling-Mei Wong
1)ar/v Stall
The Anunk drivel who hit San Jose
State University Alumna Jill Mason
Was sentetWed tO A MAXIMUM eight
years And eight months of prison
on Monday, said Sonoma County
Deputy District Attorney William
J. Rrockley.
Harvey Hereford killed Alan Liu,
Mason’s boyfriend, And hit Mason
while the two were training for a
triathlon. I lereford hit the couple at
11 a. iii. iti April 11 along Highway
12. Mason’s spine WAS severed And
she suffered head injuries.
According to the police report,
Hereford’s blood alcohol level was
0.29, nuire than three tunes the legal
limit ’if 0.014.
Hereford, 69-year -old maritime
lawyer, pleaded gnilty in July to all
charges against him. By pleading
guilty, he waived his right to A jury
trial. The charges included vehicular
manslaughter Mr I au’s death.

Along with that charge, Hereford
pleaded guilty 4.1 driving under
the influence And inflicting bodily
harm to Mason. The final charge he
pleaded guilty to was driving without
A Valid driver lit ruse, said Broadey.
Mason testified against Hereford
at the sentencing, along with her
father, mother And brother. Liu’s
and
family members, friends
coworkers also testified at the
sentencing.
Flerelind
took
the
stand,
defending himself with claims of
being an alcoholic.
Rnackley said. "lie was very
narcissistic.
He
didn’t
accept
responsibility ... He didn’t seem
remorseful."
Ilereford must serve 85 percent of
his sentence because he committed a
violent felony. He will be sent to San
Quentin State Prison, where he will
be evaluated and rated. Afterward, it
will be decided whether he will stay
at San Qpennn or be shifted to other
state penitentiaries, lirockley said.

by Sara Spit ey
Top: A member of the Far East Dragon lion
Dance Association of San lose bends down to allow children to get a closer look during the Children’s Moon Festival at Plaza de Cesar Chavez in
downtown San lose last Saturday
Bottom: A member of the lion Dance Revolution
of San Jose bangs a drum during the Children’s
Moon Festival at Plaza de Cesar Chavez in
downtown San lose last Saturday.
N1l1C)N

Governor signs
new textbook law
By Monica Lauer
path Stall
Gov. Arnold Sshwarzenegger
signed A bill into law on Sept. 16
to Mike college tettbooks more Affordable.
"The high cost of textbooks
his Always been A :mu erti tol
dents, but with lasing minim sosts
and fees it has become, hit many
students, the deCIdItIg tai tor as to
whether thev can afford to continlie their studies," AffteRIN1W0111.111
lard LIU Said, according to a press
release trims
office.
I All t hairs the Assembly Higher
Educani in Committee.
1111 WAS hut AVAllahle for CORI’
ment At press time.
On Average, Sfildellt, spend
111498 A year in textbooks, a. cord ing to A study done Itl January
the California Public Interest Re
search (irony.
"We tried ti i figure init Whit tett-

bOOkS Ate 50 erellIe

II ’

dice (’hung,
"Largely, it is because the%
ing sold in kindles. wit). i ilk
books and Cl/s being sold us ith the
tenth,.. ’k. But you have ti ’pit tot All
three of them essentialls
’This law, AB 2477, requests that
publishers start ofteling their books
A IA Carte. Chung Ald
"this lull doesn’t guarantee
it, but it protects us twin certain
things like bundling. It tells publishers that they need to unbundle
unneeded and unwanted inertial
for the students so they can pat A
smaller amount than they are pat’
ang now," said Mike Nguyen, San
.11oSe State I lnmversitt Associated
Students director of legislative affairs.
Testbook plat!, Are TOO high And
the new law Is A great idea, said Jonald Padigus, A junior nursing major
we TEXTBOOK, page 6
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Shrinking heads ...
r

Dailv Staff
Josh Marx, a freshman animation major at San lose State University,
visits "Branching Out," a Shrunken Headman Exhibit, at 3 p.m., Monday in the Art building. The opening is today, and the exhibit is on
display through Thursday
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Can television news be trusted after the
CBS News debacle?

There are too many television news
outlets pushing their political agendas

YES

CBS News had a legacy ofgood
journalism before making one mistake

In the last few years, scandal after scandal has dogged the media. It first started
with Stephen Glass and The New Republic. Then it was Jayson Blair and the New
York Times. USA Today discovered a fabricator in its newsroom with Jack Kelly.
The latest problem hits CBS News and Dan Rather for their investigation into
President George W. Bush’s Texas Air National Guard record.
CBS and Rather didn’t spend a few days or a few weeks on the investigation.
According to a USA Today article, CBS News producer Mary Mapes spent five
years researching Bush’s service in the Guard.
Mapes has worked on investigative projects such as the one uncovering the
prison abuse photos at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison.
If CBS set out to purposely destroy Bush, they wouldn’t have dedicated so
much time and effort into the report. This is not something they conjured up in a
matter of days or weeks.
When reports surrounding the documents and an anonymous source were
questioned, CBS News defended itself but also launched a thorough investigation
into what went wrong.
CBS News and Rather have a reputation for producing hard-hitting documentaries and stories. Rather, a 72 -year-old anchorman, has been with the network
since 1962. He was one of the few television journalists to report on the Richard
Nixon and Watergate scandal in 1974. Rather
also reported NATO’s bombing of Yugoslavia
on the scene in Belgrade.
The network and Rather jumped the gun
too quickly on Bush’s Air National Guard service and ignored a few glaring red flags about
the source in question and the documents he
provided. It was an honest mistake, and one that
CBS News ensures will not happen again.
Al Tompkins, Broadcast/Online Group
leader for the Poynter Institute, told the lions
ton Chronicle that Rather is unlike the other
JANET PAK
fabricators in the print media.
"Rather has had a long and often distinguished career. Unlike some anchors who stay
chained to desks, Rather has continued to report and search bir the big stors;
Tompkins said to the Chronicle. "No journalist has anything to celebrate with this
story. We all get tarnished a little, just as we all were harmed by Jayson Blair and
Jack Kelley. But Dan Rather is no Jayson Blair Mid he is no Jack Kelley. lie didn’t
make things up he tried to report a story and he should have beets More care
fial whom he trusted."
CBS is ASO not running away from the problems and mistakes it made in the
Bush report. In an Associated Press story, the network said it will report its find
ings to the public.
This is also the same network that brought us Edward R. NIurrow and %%Wry,
Cronkite, both distinguished and well-known investigative ’plum:dots.
NItirrow’s documentary on Joseph McCarthy exposed the former senator..
abusive tactics in the investigations ot alleged communists in the United State.
government
gnv(7-’B elrinied
ti
a two-person l954.
independent panel last week, which its :hides former
Pennsylvania wwemor and RS. Attortiev Geiteral Dick Thornburgh and retired
Associated Press President and Chief Executive Louis D. BI.c:ardi to evaluate the
story.
CBS will move Ori and sontinue tit provide new, the public All trust. Om c
the problems are OM and mask public, people can trust the media aren’t hiditic
from their mistakes. CBS isn’t the only media organization that’s been marred bs
scandals. The New York Times and !ISA Today, among other new, organization,- .
have earner’s ed problems heti WC. They’Ve Managed ti,
pnxiucing qua’
ity journalism, despite the past mistakes. Let’s put the past behind us and mostforward.

After CBS anchorman Dan Rather gave an inaccurate report on "60 Minutes"
about President George W. Bush’s National Guard service, one would have to ask
if television news could he trusted again.
NO way.
The Rather incident was the deathblow to already mistrusted news StatiOTIS.
Television, in terms of entertainment, can be trusted, but television in terms of
news
not a chance.
Rather just made an already skeptical American audience lose faitll in news
TV.
Now, obviously, Rather did the report on Bush’s National Guard service to
make Bush look bad. Instead it helped Bush out because of the screw-up and
mislead a lot of people to trust CBS and big time TV corporations.
I agree with making Bush look bad, but at least do it right. With this debacle
having political repercussions, it only confuses viewers about what to believe, especially in November.
This incident /an only make me think of how many lies the media have told us
in the past, especially with terrorism or the war in Iraq.
How many times has news failed, mislead and possibly lied to us? Since news
has such a strong control over the viewing public, I suppose they could even trick
people into thinking the Arizona Cardinals won
the Super Bowl.
Michael Moore’s documentary "Fahrenheit
9/11" clearly shows how untrustworthy the media are.
The film features the 2000 presidential race
between Bush and Al Gore.
For some reason, news coverage first said
Gore won the election, and then all of a sudden,
reports said Bush won the election. Coincidence? I think not.
Whether screwing up on an election result
or warning people about the threat of terrorJOE AMARAL
ism, this proves that news reports cannot be
trusted.
One example would be the terror alert system.
TV reports about the terrorism alert level being red or orange happen so much
that people are either used to it or just do not care about being warned anymore.
The media just cannot be trusted, especially the good people at Fox News.
Fox News makes me so sick that I judge the news station as a novelty act. Instead of reporting news, they like to spread gossip.
They are very one-sided when it comes to politics and let idiots like Bill
O’Reilly have their own shows.
O’Reilly’s show, "The O’Reilly Factor," is an example of why not to trust television because it is always one-sided.
When O’Reilly interviews guests on his show, he never gives them a chance to
explain their views and cuts them off in the middle of their sentences. Fox News
likes this because they want their viewers to think O’Reilly is always right.
"The O’Reilly Factor" fools people into thinking something without hearing
the other side of the story maybe even the actual truth.
With news outlets like Fox News and CBS News trying to push political agendas, news stations definitely need to change the way they report their news or
people will have no choice but to stop trusting them.

Joe Amaral ha Spartan Daily staff writer

Jana Pak is a Spartan Maly writ., oat, Urtle,
Illustration by Kevin Nguyen
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"No. It makes you
question anything you
hearfrom them."
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listened to,
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Confederate unit competes in modern-day Virginia
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The first volley erupts even before the horn has finished
sounding. The muskets trailing to the right and left all cough
out thick phlegm -like smoke, which floats down the firing
line. Rebel yells come from the Confederates, bellows come
from the guns, and a roar comes from the echo that ricochets
off the backstop.
No, 1863 is long gone. But the soldiers of the Civil War
are still there, at Fort Shenandoah in Virginia. taking shots at
clay pigeons downrange.
Don’t you dare call them re -enactors; these are part of a
different breed. Tine known as "skirmishers" and part of the
North -South Skirmish Association.
Rather than play dead, skirmishers test their Civil War
shooting skills against one another, seeing which team of
eight can, in the least amount of time, use their rifled muskets
to pick off 32 clay pigeons, 16 wooden blocks, a dozen plastic
foam cups filled with water or whatever destructive event
happens to be on the list that day.
Skirmishes are held monthly; though, in a similar fashion
to that of regional divisions in baseball, shooters are only allowed to participate in the matches open to their teams.
Each team pays homage to a regiment froni the War Between the States, and some famous ones made their presences
known on the field the last time I was there, about three years
ago.
I was part of McGregoes Second Battery of Artillery, a
Confederate unit. McGregois battery somewhat famously
held off for two charges a young General Armstrong Custer
And his Michigan cavalrymen at the Battle of Gettysburg.
On the third charge, the battery ran out of ammunition, and

Custer’s men, mangled by double -canister tire, overran the On the .ant,,’, ’it the Russian Revolution.
R.i.om had nothing to do with the sport. Even the arguunit.
None of my Califinnia acquaintances quite undersmod my able uses of the war barely crossed my mind. Though I
fascination with the Civil War or my love of competing on the believe it is iniportant the honor the dead of both sides of any
field with a reproduction 1863 Mississippi rifle,
s onflict, even that was not the sole reason I was
also known as a Zouave rifle.
A McGregor.
To begin with. Califiirnia schools reduce the
The competition itself was a big part of it,
Civil War down to a mere fraction of a class
if course. Some kids like to play baseball, some
during high school. Shenandoah University in
like soccer and some go for football. Upon reVirginia, just a 20-minute drive from where I
ceiving my first black powder muzzle -loading
used to shoot with the McGregor’s, is home to
rifle at the age of three. I immediately drifted
the McCormick Civil War Institute. It is not
toward the sport of skirmishing, and joined the
uncommon for history students Ti, take up Civil
at
team as soon as the rules would allow it
War studies as a focus, either.
the age of 16.
The rift that was dug during the war is still
a
rush
The heat of the skirmish is definitely
deep and sore, never having quite healed. Yes,
no different than that of any other sport. I
the concept of equal rights among all citizens
choked on the smoke from the burning powJOHN MYERS
is still an arguable subject, but where I Cialle
der and toy blackened fingers slipped along
from, there is even more to it.
the steel ramrod as I drove the bullet home.
General William T. Sherman leveled evI wouldn’t breathe As I aimed, because the
erything he came across when his army was marching to the lits. it In I rake may make me lose that perfect shot.
Mt teatilinates would throw spent percussion caps
Atlantic Ocean. Richmond was besieged at the end of the War
buildings were hollowed out by cannonades, and the stir
small explosives that the hammer strikes to ignite the powder
to
was
tit
the
land
scorched
rounding
by tire. This is not something
barrel at my head, letting the caps punch my temple
simply figget.
and trickle down through my shirt collar.
\Ve,1 ..imgratulate each other after each round of shooting
But, of course, none of that Was ever important to anyone I
brought this up with. It was always The Question."
.1, ,se 1,111ed our guns, shoving soapy canvas patches down
the hair-els.
"A Confederate unit? ACC you A racist
"nine, the competition was A drug.
It seemed like a completely different subject to me, like I
had been asked A question on quantum physics while lecturing
lit,t there was fir more to it, in the parts the spectators

didn’t get to see.
The campsite we stayed At during the competitions was
the last one as you drove in, just past the 1st Florida Cava/ry’s site and above the old museum that was only open twice
a year, during the national competitions I never got to attend
due to school.
We would all sit down At the handmade picnic bench with
three planks making up the seat. The story about that bench
changed every time, but last I heard, it had taken the members two 12 -packs of beer to decide whether the seat would be
two or three planks. Not wanting any of the larger members
to fall off the back, they decided on three.
Gradually the conversation would roll around to old tales
of the team back in the ’70s. These were elaborate and exaggerated accounts detailing cannon misfires (when the team
used to compete in the cannon matches), drunken brawls and
bold shenanigans.
They were far better than AM-Elio-Me, more important than
any television show and much better entertainment than ans.
concert.
Sure, politic, entered the picture sometimes, and yes, a lot
of members had conservative and extremely outdated points
of view. But those were good times to get up and grab another
beer from the oioler near the trailer or visit the outhouse with
the St. Pauli Girl posters in the , orner if the campsite.

John .1./ver,
lAt

r/si
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Letter: SJSU football game not affordable for families
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Maybe I have iminiliderstooni All the
Wit leS 1 have been reading in regards
to the iltreildanCe issues ot Spartan
home games, hut I thought there was
a need to encourage more communits
and student participation at the Mines,
If that is the s or, Is It wise to tbarge a
"special" higher rate for the first home
game in the season.. Dors the athleti,
department know that a vast onajoority
of the students who attend San dose
State 1 n:versus live oft , ampus and
theteb.fr base a sure grimy ot friends
and family that Are not ass’,, lard with
the si
I ask these questions because in ITls.
effort to, Attend the Sept. IN game to
support inv ..hool, I found that the
least expensive seat I ti old put base
for MS t, our s-ear old daughter would
he iit This niav not seem like a lot

of moms, but I cannot justify spending
830 for A couple hours during which
my daughter :nay or may not be cooperative and willing to sit and watch the
game I could just suck it up and think,
well this is a special event and we can
go to another game," but 1 base III. Idea
It we will have mother Saturdas after
noon lpen, And quite frankly, based on
this expeneme, I am ii, It sure I ani going to go din nigh the abut Again.
In a rornloom ,4 Almost 29,000
tudents
ot who It 43 percent are
odder than the age if 2.1, there is hound
to be a fairly large number of Cum
lie’ who would have thinight about
attending the game had there been a
reasonably ’,Toed ticket bin children.
I a. malls spoke with a iii.oto at the
Aden,. tilti.e who explained the to
et roes for this particular game were
based on the Is, t that last year’s "Read 2 I

it .o puobleno this ve.ir.
I would suggest that in the tuture
all home games, particularly earls in
the season, lie pro ...I 50 that student, MI bring their taitiolie or friend- r
re.ononable tout. Charging Moor,. o
A pp otessional loasel,.t11 girtlie tin
worst seats In the house is !tot
in Sall
it l
t..,
department to take .1 -1..
look at it. straregs foot
s.
o ,le.00ls 1.1, king lia,, the multitude It l’IllptV -CAI,
-se from u,i, ,.,,,, that sanirdas at
tern’,’,,,

Letter: Jaywalking necessary for saying time near campus
III

elan e Mo Ore !Work Into
I lowever, the its still gives
to vein, he trat
treatment
preterential
ti, over pedestrian traffic I ,hallenge
the p, Ii. e department to walk Mini
.ampus to Se, i ind Street and , Alt tiler
the tune spent waiting nit the lights ft
change after they press the bta6iii NI%
I, osr abt,t1t Mr I Pt ts..
ow, is the
Minutes per light
es

owder to.

dOVI’lltOWn.

ER

. As A ’,Atllist State
lain a
I ’inversity student, I go off .41111nis ti
Mot many errands throughout the In
whether it be a OM to kililso’s tor a
’,outer printout, Ii Va. Vona tool a but
,.. Starbii, k. tiir a pi, k me 11r, lit the
Iung Pig tor A brew The time it takes
pedestrIAII uvi,, i ithey the law" to
these s.4IIIC things is appalling, t. AV
!luc least I realize that over the stirs
the it% Is ttVing ti o revamp lonsine

dom., thitlk atOolitt Vklio

Or

happen,. I
than 14 e, mid.. I ’mil
,,,ntinue
atels iaswalk I Lope
the p,h, .1i1 flint 1111111111111 bettei
It.IT
With I ’ICU WM’
cite
oollege student, tel uni to get n,
,lass. grab softie
or go to work

TODAY
hool of .krt and Design
\ ii art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
pia. C from 10 A.m. to 4 p.m. An art reception will
take place fnsm 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Roth event, will
take Islas e in the Art building. The "Tuesday Night
I.,-, titre Series" featuring Ken little will take place
; p.m. to (s p.m. in the .Art building, room 133.
I-ut !mire infomsatit in, call the Gallery (Mice at 924.1(0.
ollegC I )C111.
rats
.1, inert ii suit f California State Assembly candidate
hie
it, %s ill take place at noon in the Almaden
tom in tlic student I
For More Infortnation.
call Ahmad Chapman At
754-9648.
(5101

Catholic Campus Nlini,try
.3Is mass will take place at
; in in the Catholi.
\1.
Impel F,ir more
All Father Nlike
;s: POO.
S.liool of Nhisi,

.1.1b

I’M!’"

111,,,

rosswelk 411,1 presses that Magi
..11 button should have no u.oit mom-

KONSTANTIN ABADJEIV

AtIthrittotolog

take place at 6 p.m. in the ()Mime room in the
Student IMion. For more information, call David
liggenbothan at tis;10759
Ice Skating Club
A meeting will take place at 9 p.m. at Logitech Ice.
For more innirmation, sail thCO) 996-8489.
Student Life and Leadership
Application, are bring ac,epted the "Leadership
\Yorkshop Series." Stop usNtudeta Life and
Leadership to till out A registration tortn. The first
Oct. 7 from 4 p.m. to 6
workshop will take place
p.m. in the Ohlone room It, thr Student Linton. For
more information. call 924 ;9;0

Spartan Sports
NoOt

Davi

I ha Set ’17 Stu t.no

i011cCrt

series team’ mg guest artist Alpin
fong ono the piano will take place
from 12.10 pno to 1:20 pity itt
the NItisi building Concert I lull.
I
mi. thu’ ti rst plan
nner
in th, 2001
( hold
,iimpetrtion For
more information. sill Ji..111 Stublse
at 924 4649

to. A k

THOUGHT CRIMES

tajlii,iv is proVItled tie(’ of. .11.11’4C too students, faCtilty Alld staff member,.
ave working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the spar! in Daily "nice in
isight Hemel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casassisii.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
- i.e restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in whoili tiles are received.
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I )ear ediu a.

SPARTA GUIDE

and lichaViottal

Chili
Falun ( Mug. tilt trat 11114; ,.t MK lent
Chita’s,’ plat Ti, r tot itiniuf,hods
and spirit will take ploe (tom
; 14 p iii. to rsp iii u, the grass MC.I
between the Dr Limn Luther
king Jr. joint Limits and T. AVM
call
[Lill Vol Mote
Shanelle Cotton at thin) 960- 41;4
Si I.:11,r

4.1ut vr%

What: Ganes, Food. Prizes, Music
Where: Al. Recreation Are.
(Ne,et to A S House)
When: Sept- 2. 12:00-100 r

4, .ireeu (..entet
attic, tau ss ill take phis e
The (
’s p to in the
him) ( 10 p to
Loma 1,rieta Room in the Student
IT
Niro ss ith
a. , minting firm representatises
tm dis,iiss taft.rf
t .111 Sala
For mole Otto,
411.ilitter, At 924 fit i42

COME ON GUYS ONE AT A TIME THERE’S ENOUGH FLORIDA FOR EVERYBOD’y

Tau 1)elta Plii l’ord Fraternal
.311 inbirmatimial meeting ks ill
t.t

11

III

C,C11).

New Campus Bible Study!

avinqs
L E

STY

$4.99
Great Haircuts
Alool iloo north Nois,aooloco

Beginning 1%eilitesday. September 29111 at noon iii lilt’
Pacifica Room of the Student I lotion Pastoi [bad \t iii
ss ill lead a S111111 e11 l
ls’,/,iiiiui c hi Ymi I el, /ion Puu,ipti /1) feaching notes w ill
he ;mix Med.
’Ulm can also he a time tor you to ask all) WM:shoos :thotil
( iod or the Bible, ieviese prayer for an) needs you have. in
lust have an oppottunits to talk with a pastor ahinit lite in

Vadist lie

Pearl Teas
Bento Boxes
Smoothies
Coffees

t4,

i!eneral.

Al Barber 8c., Styling
.1.1

...olio I o
is,,., lose. I
IIIM 292
VAinixted Pat kettp

’sin
o’s I I

t

I Pasco It’outt

Brad vars.. tor the we11-13._.ing ot vollege students.
and graduated limn SJSU with a degree to lictmomics in
PM; Ile also receised a Master of Divinity from Regent
linisersity in 002 and has had a successful career in the
Silicon Valley in sales as well as in Christian ministries
Sponsored hs Iiipe Christain Iellowship at !OM’.
htlp://ss ss wit(’rsouthsanjose.org/
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SPORTS
Spartans battle WAC heavy hitters
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By Stacey Ruesch
Daily Staff Writer
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GOAL POSTS
NOTEBOOK
San Jose State University head
coach Dave Siracusa, whose team has
a 2-7 record thus far in the season, said
the Spartans start WAC play by going
up against the two toughest teams in
the nation.
The Spartans are scheduled to take
on SMU, which holds a 5-2-1 record,
at 4 p.m. Friday at Spartan Soccer
Field. Then on Sunday at 1 p.m., the
Spartans will go up against UTEP,
which has a 7-2 record.
The SMU women’s soccer team
is ranked 17th in the latest National Soccer Coaches Association of
America/Adidas National poll. Soccer
Buzz ranks the UTEP soccer team No.
15 in the central region.
UTEP leads the nation in scoring,
averaging 4 goals a game.
Spartan senior forward Vanessa
Alone said she is aware of the daunting records both SMU and UTEP
hold.
SMU has only lost to Santa Clara
University and UCLA, which are
ranked No. 13 and 11, respectively, by
Soccer Buzz.
UTEP was riding a seven -game
winning streak until it was defeated by
Utah Valley State in double overtime
last Friday
"We need to come out strong,"
Afonso said. "We haven’t given up,
even when we’re down."
Siracusa said the team’s spirits are
high going into WAC play.
"I feel like the girls are on hoard,"
Siracusa said.
Nicole Irwin, a freshman forward,
is optimistic and excited about the upcoming conference games.
"Things are going to work sit the
way we want them to," Irwin said.
"You have a team of thirty-something

SJSU travels to Colorado
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Staff Writer

strengthening its attack, orga
nization, staying together, and marking up on other players during practice
this week.
Junior defender Amy Banuelos said
she thinks the team will profit from an
increase in intensity during practices
preceding the conference games.
"We’ll do good as long as we play
strong, like we know how to play,"
Banuelos said.

Tying its final non-conference
match on Saturday, the Spartans men’s
soccer team will travel to Colorado to
face the University of Denver on Friday and Air Force on Sunday.

Juggling in lineup

GOLDEN GOAL

1C1111 on

The Spartan women’s soccer team
begins Western Athletic Conference
play this weekend with games against
Southern Methodist University and
the University of Texas -El Paso.
MAWS soca’

athcrine Burmeister / Daily Stall
San lose State University women’s soccer defender Andrea Hartz keeps
an eye on the ball Friday in the Spartan’s 3-0 victory over Sacramento
State University at the Spartan Soccer Field.
girls ,dl with heart, and... all they want
to do is win."
Irwin said she was ready to see the
team reach great heights.
Sento! midfielder Kirsten Tanaka
said the 2-0 victory that the Spartans earned against Sacramento State
Iniver,ity on Friday helped the team’s
morale goMg into the conference
game,.
we needed." Tanaka
said. "’I hat slain’s. totally helped the
team."
sister. sophomore midfielder Ashley Atiinso, said she is readsto put Sunday’s loss behind her and
concentrate on the conference games
ahead.
"That’s when it starts to really matter," .\t ’,nso said.
Siracusa said the Spartans are go-

wh.L,

ing to put extra pressure in their offense in the games this weekend.
"We’re not going to sit back. We’re
going to try and get behind (their defense)," Siracusa said.
Siracusa said the offensive technique the Spartans used in Friday’s
game against Sac State worked well
and they would use it in the upcoming
WAC games as well.
"The thing that was really successful against Sac State was the long diagonal ball to the flag." Siracusa said.
However, Siracusa said that otiensive method did not happen for the
team when they played University of
San Francisco on Sunday.
"Our attack was punchless," Siracusa said. "We didn’t have any bite to
our attack."
Siracusa plans on working with the

SEPTEMBER 28, 2004

TUESDAY

Siracusa said he is still moving
players around in hopes of finding the
perfect tit tin everyone.
"We may juggle the lineup a little bit (this weekend).., to add some
punch," Siracusa said.
Siracusa said he might move Molly
Flanagan in front of the center halfbacks instead of being the lone person
in the hack.
"We might move her up and see
how that flies," Siracusa said.
Siracusa said as the season goes on,
he is finding spots for people.
Siracusa said he has switched Jackie Cruz, who normally plays defense,
to a starter as outside halfback for the
last few games and is satisfied with her
play there.
"1 kind of like her at outside back
right now, so I’m going to leave her
there," Siracusa said.
Siracusa said Ashley Atimso and
Amy Banuelos were also towed
around on the field over the weekend
and did well in their new positions.
"’We’re looking for the right combination still," Siracusa said. "We may be
looking all year."
Siracusa said he has a positive iii look for the WAC games.
"At any given point, we’re going to
get it together," Siracusa said. "I just
don’t know when it’s going to hap Pen."
Injury report
Freshman defender ’I aslia Vandix horn said she plans on returning to the
field in time for the WIC’ games this
weekend after being diagnosed with
mononucleosis. She said she has been
unable to play since the Aug. 29 game
against Pepperdine University when
the Spartans lost 3-0.

MEN’S SOCCER

NOTEBOOK
The Spartans, who are now 1-5-1,
held the Cal Poly Mustangs to a 0-0
standstill, even after playing a man
down when midfielder Daniel Perez
was issued a red card and ejected in
the 56th minute.
Forward Tim McKinney said although it was impressive how the
Spartans played a man short, the team
still took it as a loss.
"We were looking for Cal Poly to
be our confidence booster," McKinney said. "Any kind of win would have
helped us, but we’re still in that hole
that we dug a couple weeks ago and
we’re trying to get out.
Goalkeeper Daniel Benton. who
had 14 saves in the game on Saturday,
said everyone on the team has been
improving over the last few weeks.
"I think we’ll do well," said Benton.
"We’ve had a long string of good opponents. (I think those) matches have
prepared us for conference."
Head coach Gary St. Clair said the
tough pre -conference games, plus the
man -down tie, have tested the Spartan defense.
"We’ve proven we can go on the
road and have a reasonable chance to
shut down the other team," St. Clair
said. "I’m very pleased this is the
6irm we had last year in our championiillip run."
St. Clair said lie was concerned
allow how the offense has been per
forming. though.
"Our shooting isn’t crisp ent nigh."
St. Clair said. "Our striker, aren’t
thinking quick enough. Our cros,Mg has been poor and these things
are what we are working on this week,
the extra 5 or 10 percent to put us ovel
the top."
Forward McKinney agreed and

said although the team has perforated
well, they have not seen desired results.
"Trri putting the blame on the forwards, myself," McKinney said. if
you look at last year’s goals versus
what we have this year at this point,
it’s no comparison. I know we re 10
times better than what we’re doing
right now."
The Spartans have put up eight
goals total this season after seven
games versus 18 goals last year after
seven games.
"I’m pretty sure not everyone is
conitiwtable with (our current record)," McKinney said. "But we can’t
really talk about the past, it’s all about
the future right now."
The Road Ahead
The Spartans will play Denver,
which is 5-2-1, at 3:30 p.m. on Friday
at Pioneer Field and Air Force, which
is 4-2-1, at 12p.m. 011 Sunday at Ca- ,
der Soccer Stadium.
"This trip is arguably the most diflicult of the season to go to Denver, and then face Air Force," St. Clair
said.
The team will travel from Denver
to lace Air Force in Colorado Springs
in the span of three days.
Forward Johnny Gonzales said in
addition to two opponents, the Spartans will also be battling the elements.
"The altitude can definitely be a
factor." Gonzales said. "I remember
going there two years ago and Coach
was sulsbing every 10 minutes because
people were getting winded."
The Spartans won that match 1-0
.ind defeated the Pioneers last year as
well in a 2- 1 ganie.
"Denver is going to come out flying At 111," St. Clair said. "They are a
big physical train and this is a league
Tenet ti both of us. Everyone wants
to get .41 to g, mod start."
The Falcons tell to the Spartans 30 last season.
"They’ie a real streaks. teani." St.
Clair said.
Gonzales said the Spartans have
to improve their performance during
tri owe ploy to reclaim their first
rule.
"lNis weekend we need to step it
;otizales said. "It’s conference
time."
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--I Win one of these great prizes at home football games H

SunTrips
Apple iPod

Vacation Package

5r77-7:
Hummer H3

Apple 12" iBook

Sputa! J.Floottall
vs Jue
October 2nd
Kick Off at 6:00 p.m.
"Hall of Fame Weekend"
FREE Student Tickets
FREE Student Parking
AMMAN
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DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 20,2004-Monday at
2:32 p.m.
Location: North Garage
Summary: A report was taken for
theft of a parking permit.

09/21/04
DRUGS Paraphernalia Possession
SEPT. 21,2004 -Tuesday at
12:00 a.m.
Location: First/San Carlos
Summary: Ayala, Mario 08/16/79
was cited and released for possession
of drug paraphernalia.

INCIDENT Lost Property
SEPT. 20,2004-Monday at
12:17 p.m.
Location: SJSU
Summary: A report was taken for a
lost passport.

FRAUD Impersonation
SEPT. 21.2004-Tuesday at
1:58 a.m.
Location: Tenth/Reed
Summary: Deavers, Daniel 08/18/
76 was arrested for driving under the
influence and impersonation.

DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 20,2004 -Monday at
2:32 p.m.
Location: North Garage
Summary: A report was taken for
theft of a parking permit.

BICYCLE Impound Of Abend/
Recovered Bike
SEPT. 21,2004-Tuesday at
11:10 a.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was taken for
a bicycle impounded for violation of
California State University regulations regarding parking of bicycles on
campus.

WARRANT Outstanding Misdemeanor Warrant
SEPT. 20, 2004 -Monday at
3:24 p.m.
Location: Fourth/San Fernando
Summary: Subject Pettipiece, Jimmie Rey DOB 03/02/40 was arrested
for an outstanding misdemeanor warrant.

Si

DISPATCH Vandalism
SEPT. 20,2004 -Monday at

vit

6:36 p.m.
Location: Dr. Martin Luther King

igs

Summary: Report taken for property stolen from an unlocked dorm
room.

INCIDENT
Found/Lost
Property/Restrain Order Etc.
SEPT. 21.2004 -Tuesday at
1:21 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was taken regarding child neglect.

Jr. Joint I.ibrary
Summary: A report was taken for
vandalism.
ter
.C11
’Sc
-0
as
ly

It

DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 20,2004 -Monday at
9:23 p.m.
Location: King 1.ibrary
Summary: Report taken for theft of
property at the King Library.
DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 20.2004 -Monday at
11:58 p.m.
Location: Hoover Hall

INCIDENT
Found/Lost
Property/Restrain Order Etc.
SEPT. 21.2004 -Tuesday at
2:08 p.m.
Location: Library North Gate
Summary: A report was taken for
an incident at the King Library.

Observation
SEPT. 22,2004-Wednesday at
4:13 p.m.
Location: Administration Building
Summary: A report was taken for a

MEDICAL Any Medical
SEPT. 21,2004-Tuesday at
3:40 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: Report taken for a medical aid at the King Library.

subject who was transported to Valley
Medical Center on a 72 -hour hold.

TRAFFIC Hit & Run
SEPT. 21.2004-Tuesday at
6:16 p.m.
Location: South Garage
Summary: Report taken for vehicle
damaged while parked in the South
Garage.

Stalking/

Threats
SEPT. 2,2 2004-Wednesday at
6:49 p.m.
Location: SJSU
Summary: A report was taken for
stalking.
INCIDENT Lost Property
SEPT. 22,2004-Wednesday at

FALSE INFO False Report of a Crime SEPT. 23,
2004-Thursday at 3:21 p.m.
Location: 7th/San Salvador
Summary: A report was
taken for the false reporting
of a crime.
DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 23.2004 -Thursday
at 3:29 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was
taken for a stolen bicycle.

6:56 p.m.
Location: Student Union
lost property
DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 22,2004-Wednesday at
11:52 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was taken for
a theft.

09/22/04

09/23/04

DISPATCH Vandalism
SEPT. 22,2004-Wednesday at
7:25 a.m.
Location: Lot 13
Summary: A report was taken for
tires that were slashed.
DISPATCH Vandalism
SEPT. 22.2004-Wednesday at
7:54 a.m.

Location: Student Union
Summary: A report was taken for a
glass door that was damaged.
TRAFFIC Hit & Run
SEPT. 22.2004 -Wednesday at
3:07 p.m.

Location: South Garage
Summary: A report was taken for a
hit-and-run accident.
DISPATCH Psychiatric

Sail lose students, for
a taste of the sweet
life, try our new White
Veach hookah tobacco

the party!
_

DISTURBANCE

len parking permit and was
released.

Summary: A report was taken for

INCIDENT I.ost Property
SEPT. 21,2004 -Tuesday at

Add Flavor to
1/1e
ng
rst

2:29 p.m.
Location: Student Union
Summary: A report was taken for
a lost wallet.

Found/Lost
INCIDENT
Property/Restrain Order Etc.
SEPT. 21,2004-Tuesday at
5:06 p.m.
Location: North Garage
Summary: A report was taken regarding misuse of a handicap placard.

DISPATCH Theft
SEPT. 23,2004-Thursday at
9:40 a.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was taken Mr
stolen money from a coffee cash fund.
DISPATCH Vandalism
SEPT. 23.2004-Thursday at
10:39 a.m.
Location: West Garage
Summary: A report was taken for
vandalism to a car.
STOLEN PROPERTY Any Type
Of Stolen Property
SEPT. 23, 2004 -Thursday .it
1:58 p.m.
Location: North Garage
Summary: Diep, Tan, DOB 11;26;
84 was cited for possession of a ’do-

INCIDENT Suspicious Circumstance
SEPT. 23.2004 -Thursday
at 6:13 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was
taken for hate literature left
within some books.

DISPATCH Vandalism
SEPT. 23, 2004 -Thursday at
10:07 p.m.
Location: King Library
Summary: A report was taken Mr
vandalism to the library.
ATTEMPT CRIME
Attempt
Crime
SEPT 2.3. 2004-Thursdav at
10:31 p.m.
1.itcation: Joe West Hall
Summary: A report %v.v. taken tor
an attempted kidnapping And A hitters%

09/24/04
DRUNK DRIVING Driving Under The Influence
SEPT 24, 2004-Ftidat At
.1.11I
1.0intion. Tenth, Reed
Summary: Phani, Carlie DOB

0/ 1 2i3 was arrested for driving
while under the influence. Vehicle
1Q_K592
was
towed
by
Campbell towed.
I)ISPATCH Assist Other Agency
With Call
SEPT. 24. 2004 -Friday at
I 14 .i.in
I
in: Son niry Alpha Omicron
Pi
7’11111111.01’7 A report was taken for
ill agenct
assist with ii rI C.ir.!
Colinn. ambulance.
1VEAPON
Concealed Weapon
Upi in Permit-,
SEPT. 24, 2004- Friday at
4:26 a.m.
Location: Lot Eight
ilinitn.trV: Nunez,Paul DOB
31 82 wAs arrested tor carry mg a
concealed weapon ,ind being drunk
in publiv.

Shop 1-111171aft.coM fo
quality hookahs. exotic
flavored tobacco, and
accessories.

Offer Mile At
fluissurtioome/11311111/

FREE!
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408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:

CLASSIFIEDS
FITNESSA.ANGUAGE/DANCE/
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or SPORTS INSTUCTORS NEEDED
For adult 8 children classes
services advertised below nor
lmmed openings PT Flex
is there any guarantee implied
Mrs 520-25/hr plus bonus’
The classified columns of the
Need
car Fax res to 408-971Spartan Daily consist of paid
4761 or call 408-971-4760 to
advertising and offerings are
make appointment
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $250 every weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
SITTER WANTED: Sat and/or
van Heavy lifting is required
Sun Eves 2 small children
408-292-7876
Flex his & pay Previous exp
w/children preferred Perfect for
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Child Dev map, Angie 978-2530
PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
PSYCH. SPED. MAJORS:
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Work &developmentally disabled child my home 8 min
Internships possible
from campus. after school hrs
’All majors may apply
$12/hr 408-926-3944
’Scholarships awarded
annually
GENERAL HELP: Small
’Sortie conditions apply
Mattress Store close to SJSU
’Gain valuable experience in
FT/PT/Flextime Will train
sales/customer service
Informal atmosphere Jeans OK
’No experience necessary
Computer skills a plus Steady
’Training provided
Worst Steady Pay Ed 984-4086

EMPLOYMENT

CASHIER: Pa Flex Hours
Chevron Station 1151 Tully
Road Call 998-9247

P/T STUDENT WORK
$1450 to START
No Exp / Will Train
Suits All Minors
Great Resume Exp
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork com

TEACHERS AIDE: Jr 8 Sr
High Math Santa Clara Private
School M -F 9-3 $10 00/1’rr
Fax res to 14081 247-0996
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for after-school
outreach programs Facilitate
curriculum based activities
Bilingual a plus

10 15hrNvii Maw

Visit anvw girlscoutsofscc org
for info Send cover letter & res
Marisa Cdre Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara County 1310 S Bascom
Ave

San Jose CA9St2Bor FAx

1408) 287-802501 mcidrefl
girlscoutsofscc org. AArEGE

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
iinchades cosmetic} $6900 Per Year
Save 30t.-60.

VOLUNTEERS
HELP KIDS GET A BETTER
Arrenisini e
EDUCATION S, ri
Review el, -aid SJ
h
i
1‘, ef-f‘ ..i , ,
’22

For into call

1-800-655-3225 or
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HOUSE FOR LEASE Nice
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Downtown San Jose home
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includes gardener 8 garbage 36
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FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT.!
HR COORD: Student Union
2 bdrm.2 full bath apts startInc SJSU Pa 25-30 hrs/week
ing ia 5995/mo WILL WORK
$10 00Istarti/No benefits
STAY IN FOR A GREAT NIGHT
Process full-cycle payroll for
WITH YOU ON DEPOSIT 2
OUT. Host a Girls Nine Out with bins from SJSU Water/Trash
150 staff Excellent adminThe Body Shop(R) at Home 8
computer skills 3-5 yrs
paid Prking avail VD on site
earn lots of free 8 discounted
cap required Call HR Office
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products too’ Jamie Ellis
Well mdnaged student building
14081924.6378 Of apply online
408-378-1409
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PROFESSIONAL EDITING
help needed for small exclusive
For your paper or dissertation
THERAPISTS/TUTORS FT/PT shop 8 kennel P1 Tues-Sat
Experienced Efficient Exact
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Must be reliable honest able
wiseacre’ needs Flex hrs
to do physical Work Prefer exp Familiar with APA S Chicago Styles
ESL is a specialty Grace,.831
Competitive pay Exp preferred working kvi dogs but will train
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but not required Fax Res to
Great oppty for dog lover Can
Kathy 408-254-1802
Fax resume to 408-377-0109 or www gracenotesediting com
or Call 371-9115
1450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
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8 evening shifts for responsible AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations
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Santa Clara Private School
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into
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MOON I Festival draws 75,000
continuedfrom page 1

part of the festival she still observes.
Tran said she used to make lanterns
in a variety of colors out of paper and
bamboo sticks, in different shapes like
fish, rabbits and butterflies.
The lanterns have a small red
candle inside and are lit to symbolize
the full moon, said Huy Nguyen,
who performed tar kwon do at last
Saturday’s festival with his brother
Anh Nguyen and the other members
of the group Team M.
"The lantern is the most important
thing in the festival," said Anh
Nguyen, a senior computer ,,cience
major at San Jose State University.
The City of Cupertino celebrated
its sixth Chinese Moon Festival on
Sept. 18 and 19, with the Moon
Festival of’ Silicon Valley., said J. Ralph
Otte, the public relations director for
the festival.
"The moon festival is the second
more important festival for Chinese
people after Chinese New Year," said
Jennifer Chang, chair of the Moon
Festival of Silicon Valley.
Chang’s mother, Lucia Wuu, was
chair of all the previous Cupertino
Moon Festivals.
"The moon festival WaS based
around harvests, and since we’re not
really in an agricultural society, it has
changed," Chang said.
Otte said the festival developed out
of a desire for the original population
of Cupertino to better understand
the culture of the region’s growing
Chinese population.
"The theme of unity and cross
cultural understanding developed,"
One said.
He said the festival drew a crowd
of approximately 75010 people from
all different cultures, and seemed to be
accomplishing the festival organizers’
goals.
"We get along pretty well these
days, compared to the rest of the
world," he said.

moon festival celebrates Cheng Er’s
sacrifice.
The name of the festival and the
folklore behind it vary slightly in each
country, but the festivities are similar
and revolve around the special moon
that occurs on this night, according to
the Asia for Kids We site.
it’s the culture of all Asians," said
Tae Pham, a junior at Piedmont Hills
High School in San Jose.
Pham is a member of the Vietnamese American Club for the Improvement of Community, which had a
booth at the Mid-Autumn Children’s
Festival in Cesar Chavez Park in
downtown San Jose last Saturday.
The festival featured traditional
dancing, live music, lion dancing,
martial arts and booths for children
to make special paper lanterns or
purchase them pre -made.
"The purpose (of the festival) is for
families to get together to celebrate
the full moon," said Thus’ Tran,
president of the San Jose State University Vietnamese Nursing Students
Association.
in Vietnam, all the families are
in the field to work, and they would
stop on this day and get together to
celebrate their hard work," she said.
Tran said one important part of the
festival is mooncake, a cake made with
a variety of fillings, like soybean, sweet
fruit and egg yolks.
The legend of mooncake dates back
to 1368 A.D., the time of the Great
Wall, when the Chinese overthrew
the Mongols, said Jennifer Chang, the
chair of the Moon Festival of Silicon
Valley a Chinese festival.
She said communication among
the Chinese army was very difficult,
especially across large spaces of land,
but the thinese knew Mongols didn’t
eat mooncake, so they would hide
messages inside them.
Jochim, chair of the SJSU humanities department, said mooncakes
come in mans. different shapes and
can be round and flat, square and
flat, octagonal and flat or round like
a ball.
"Even though they are not all
round, they all symbolize roundtusi :jolt
ness," he said.
"The content is more impor7.37 ea for 25
tant."
5 78 ea for 50
Tian said when she lived in
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TEXTBOOK I Law looks into cost-saving methods
continuedfrom page 1
He spent between 1300 and 8400
on textbooks this semester for two
classes, he said.
There were no used textbooks
available, so he had no choice but
to buy brand new textbooks, all of
which were only offered in a bundle,
Padigus said.
It is cheaper to buy used textbooks, but there are rarely used textbooks available because the publishers come out with a new edition
almost every year, Chung said.
"Textbook prices are much too
high," said Daniel Kerrigan, a junior
aerospace engineering major.
He spent at least $600 on textbooks this semester, most of which
were new because the used copies
were out of stock, he said.
When a new edition is published,
this law asks publishers to look into
cost -saving methods and give an explanation of why there is a new edition Si) students can decide whether
they should buy it. Chung said.
This law requires professors and
the academic senates at California
State Universities and California
Community Colleges to work together to choose the least-cost alternatives when deciding on which
textbooks to use, Chung said.
This is not a mandate for publishers because they are a private industry. Chung said.
it is not a mandate, but it does
show that the California legislatures
are serious about the high cost of
tks," Chung said.
CaliMrnia legislatures are hoping
that 1110Te publishers will start working with students, where they can
find .1 riliddle ground of still making
a profit and students can take the
classes Mrs need and still be able to

afford books, Chung said.
"The majority of feedback that
I get from the students is that textbook prices are way too much."
Nguyen said.
"I go to the bookstore myself and
I buy books for my general education class. Because I am only a third
year here. I am just getting my feet
wet in my core classes. These core

SENATE I

press release.
"We can offer the digital product less expensively because we are
not paying for the paper, print and
binding process, which is a considerable cost in the publishing process," said Alison Pendergast, vice
president of marketing for SafariX
Textbooks Online.
"The cost of paper is very expensive. By not absorbing the paper,
print and binding costs, we can pass
those savings directly to students,"
she said.
"We are using the Internet as
a platform to create a whole new
product category called Web book,"
Pendergast said.
"Now students can choose is new
print textbook, a used textbook or a
Web book," she said.
Pendergast said the idea is for
students who want to rent the book
and not keep it at the end of the semester to be able to do so.
Students can subscribe to a book
for the length of a semester for less
than the cost of the printed book.
Pendergast said.
Thomson Higher Education is
a publisher that has voluntarily cut
wholesale prices on 25 titles by using less color and fewer photos, and
it will make some unbound editions
available, according to the press release.
The high cost of textbooks is not
a new problem, "It’s a problem that
has been going on forever and lin As

"It is not a
mandate, but it does
show that the
California
legislatures are
serious about the
high cost of
textbooks."
Candice Chung,
spokesperson
textbooks are so expensive."
A positive response is already
being seen from publishers, Chung
said.
Pearson Education and Sala ri Books Online launched SalariX
Textbooks Online, a service that
would allow students to download
textbooks at half the cost of the
printed edition, according to the

long as their have been universities,"
Chung said.

continuedfrom page 1
15 deadline.
As part of its efforts to get out the
vote, Nguyen said the A.S. would also
have forums and concerts leading up
to the Nov. 2 election date to try to
better inform students of issues surrounding the election.
Nguyen said that the Associated Students goal is to register 1,000
students. He said 485 students have
already registered.
Announcements about computers
and hours of operation for the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
were also given at the meeting.
Patricia Senn Breivik, dean of the
library., said computers went down in
the library because of a very aggressive
and ditlicult computer virus, not
because of a problem with the server.
Breivik said the King Library wa,
able to bring up the public service
computers and they hoped to have
staff computers up and running by
Tuesdat
"We thought we had it licked over
the weekend," said Breivik, of the
problems with the library’s computers
On the positive side, students will
now be able to spend even more tinie
in the library with the extended hours
of operation, Breivik said.
Breivik said the King I,ibrary is
now open Monday through Thursdat
until midnight, instead of 10 p.m., I’m
university students.
Breivik also said certain areas ot
the library would he open 24 hours Mr
three consecutive days during finals.
The next academic senate meeting
will he held on Oct. 25.
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For Information on the 3-Day Conference from 10/7 - 10/9, Contact Kristina Ruidas
Unversity Relations Manager, via e-mail: kristina@henaacorg or visit www.henaacorg

Saturday, October 9, 2004
10:00 aim, - 4:00 p.m,
Pasadena Convention Center
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It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the her, protee
engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come aboard
are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities typically ma
found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station materials to the neat
generation of X -planes, whatever the protect is, its always fresh, always important and
always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be interested in, visit OUT Web
site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1 -800 -423 -USAF to request more information
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